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Chairman’s Message
I have to start with a sincere thank you for all
who made G-George Day the success it was.
It takes a substantial amount of work by a
small team to put an event like that together.
In the main the day went very well and lessons
have been learnt and, the catering & the car
parking will be better organised in future.
Helped by the G-George Day and by the
VAWC membership numbers have now
reached 532. I therefore have great pleasure
in welcoming some of you to the newsletter for
the Real Aeroplane Club and Breighton airfield.
We communicate with members only as
appropriate and so don’t worry about
receiving a deluge of irrelevant content from
us. Forms of communication we use include
direct emails, Facebook and of course this
newsletter. For the best way to stay fully
abreast of what’s going on at the airfield I
recommend following us on Facebook - Real
Aeroplane Club.
As I write, we are putting the final preparations
in place for the first UK hosting of the Vintage
Aerobatic World Championship (VAWC).
The event is open to vintage, classic and
replica aircraft and will see contestants from
around Europe demonstrating their aerobatic
prowess, in some magnificent machines.
This event is all about the flying, and so there
will be more available car parking spaces
in the paddock area. Please park sensibly
though and do not leave a sizable gap to
the car next to you. Once again we are
expecting to accommodate a lot of cars in
this parking area.
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As is always the case, access to the airfield
by road is only open to club members. To
prevent delays at the gate please bring
your membership card. Non-members are
welcome to fly in as usual.
We are after all an airfield and will be
remaining open for aircraft traffic throughout
the event.
Arrivals & Practicing 17th & 18th August
Competition Days 19th & 20th August
Departures 21st August
(Gates open at 10am daily)
In other news, as you’ll see from the
accompanying pictures, the construction of
the new Club House continues to progress.
With any build like this there is a lot of work
that takes place which isn’t necessarily that
obvious, but takes time. I am sure you will
agree with every noticeable development the
Club House looks better and better.
Until the new Club House opens our resident
‘chuck wagon’, East Coast Griddle, will
continue serving a range of tasty and satisfying
delights. Come and see Gill and Emma on
Friday, Saturday & Sunday every week.
The Real Aeroplane Club: Great food,
welcoming chatty people, wonderful vintage
aircraft all set on our atmospheric and
beloved Breighton Airfield. What could
be better.
Blue Skies
Charles
RAC Chairman
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G-GEORGE DAY

All photographs by Steve Blee
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Concrete, grass and a

Little
History

Debach, USAAF Station 152. 52° 08’ 12.00”N, 1° 16’ 12.00”E
Debach airfield is located three miles
North West of Woodbridge in Suffolk. It was
the last of the 8th Air Force heavy bomber
groups to become operational. Rather
than a transferred RAF airfield, Debach
was built by the US Army 820th Engineer
Battalion during 1943/44. It followed the
standard Class ‘A’ layout but was unusual having the main 6,000 feet runway
aligned North-South, rather than the more
usual South West-North East.

Debach was a US Army built airfield

The 493rd Bombardment Group arrived at
Debach with their B-24 Liberators in early
May 1944, having flown from McCook
Field in Nebraska, via the North Atlantic
ferry route.

The restored tower at Debach

The main technical site and one T2 hangar
were located to the West, while the other
hangar was to the North. The bomb dump
was to the South East, quite close to the
aircraft dispersals on that side of the field.
All the dispersals were of the loop type.
Thistledon Hall, a old country house, lay
within the perimeter track on the Southern
edge of the flying area.
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They were nicknamed “Helton’s Hellcats”
after the Group’s first CO, Colonel Elbert
Helton. The Americans struggled with the
pronunciation of Debach, usually calling it
“Dee-bark”, where locals say “Deb-idge”
or “Deb-ish”.
After a period of training and theatre

The perimeter track past the technical site

A military vehicle gathering during an open day.

indoctrination, the 493rd flew their first
mission on D-Day, attacking the beach
head in support of the invasion. It wasn’t
a great start for the group, loosing two
B-24’s to a mid-air collision. They attacked
an airfield at Tours the following day and
airfields and rail targets the day after,
though losing one B-24.

costly to US forces, but not the bombers.
On July 24th, the 1st and 3rd Divisions were
bombing in support of the US 1st Army
offensive at Periers, St Lo. Ground haze
caused a number of bombers to drop
short, killing twenty ground troops and
wounding another sixty. The 493rd weren’t
involved in this friendly fire incident,
bombing targets of opportunity instead.

A ride around the perimeter in a Sherman tank

June ’44 was a busy time for the 8th Air
Force and for the 493rd Bomb Group.
While the group flew some long distance
missions to Germany, attacking an Oil
Refinery and a Ju88 components plant,
most of the missions that month were
directed at airfields in France. In total, the
group flew eighteen missions, loosing eight
aircraft, which includes the two from the
mid-air collision.
The pace of missions continued into July,
with the group flying another seventeen
missions. Several of these were to V-1
launch sites, while others were airfield and
rail targets, plus ground support. These
ground support missions were to prove

Parachute store in the technical site

The 8th flew ground support again on the
25th and despite every effort to avoid
accidents, haze caused another even
more tragic friendly fire incident, killing
102 US soldiers and injuring a further 380
men. This time, the 493rd bombers had
been caught up in the mistake. The group
only lost two aircraft in July, one of which
crashed at Parkeston after the crew
bailed out and one which ditched in the
sea, though nine crewmen were rescued.
August saw the group fly seventeen
missions, but changes were coming. The
3rd Air Division groups were a mix
9
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Concrete, grass and a

Little History
Continued from previous page

Pacific theatre, while simplifying spares and
maintenance in the Division. The 493rd flew
their last B-24 mission on August 24th to Kiel
in Germany. The group bombed in a clear
sky and all the group returned. In all, 46
missions were flown in B-24’s.

Concrete motor vehicle inspection ramps

These Romney huts were the main workshops
The museum’s restored Fordson Fire Tender

of B-17 and B-24 types. The 8th Air Force
decided to standardise the 3rd Division on
the B-17, allowing the longer range B-24
replacements to be directed to the

Night Flying Equipment Store
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The group stood down for two weeks while
the B-24’s departed and B-17 training took
place.
The first Fortress mission was on September
8th to the ordnance factory at Mainz in
Germany. It was a long trip and while ten
aircraft from the 1,000 strong force were
lost, all the 493rd B-17’s returned.
They had one B-17 written off due to
battle damage on September 11th, but
in general, their loss rate had been fairly
low. This all changed on September 12th,
on a mission to an ordnance factory
in Magdeburg in Germany. It was the
second day attacking oil targets in
Germany with fierce fighter opposition.
888 bombers were dispatched by all three

Air Divisions, but the 8th lost thirty five
bombers with a further five written off. Of
those figures, the 493rd lost nine B-17’s with
another written off back at base due to
battle damage. By the end of the month,
they had flown fourteen missions and lost
or written off sixteen aircraft.

The Dingy shed

During October, the group flew thirteen
missions and lost no aircraft. In November,
twelve missions were flown, one of which
on the 26th, encountered around 500
enemy aircraft, though the group lost no
aircraft on the mission. Five B-17’s were lost
during the month, plus one written off after
crash landing in Belgium.

Army truck while belly landing the B-17
beside the runway. As the aircraft
skidded to a stop, the burning wing
folded back against the fuselage. The
crew rapidly vacated the B-17 and two
minutes later, the bomb load detonated.
The blast damaged several buildings
and the doors, from the nearby hangar,
were lifted off their runners.
A high pressure allowed several
missions to be flown over the Christmas
period, including a trip to Ahrweiler,
Germany, attacking a rail tunnel on
Christmas day. Five crew members
from a badly damaged B-17, bailed out
over the sea while the aircraft went on
to force land at RAF Woodbridge.
There’s no mention whether those crew
members were rescued. One B-17 was
lost to combat on the 31st.

The new build Nissen hut, the main visitor centre

My Jeep and the museum Flying Control caravan

On December 12th, the airfield saw its
worst accident. B-17 “Devil’s Own”,
flown by Lt John, was gaining
altitude after take off, as part of a force
heading for the marshalling yards at
Darmstadt, Germany. During the climb
out, one engine burst into flames and
the heavily loaded B-17 couldn’t
maintain altitude. With the possible
failure of the wing, Lt DeWitt turned the
B-17 to land downwind back at Debach.
He just missed a parked B-17 and an

The American engineers who built the
airfield didn’t do a very good job. By late
in the year, the concrete runways were
breaking up under the loads on them.
By December, the condition was so
bad, the 493rd moved out to Little
Walden while repairs were carried out
at Debach.
From January to March 1945, the group
flew forty four missions, many of which
were to marshalling yards, oil refineries,
tank factories and submarine pens.
April started out with eight missions into
Germany, attacking Dry Docks,
Submarine Pens, Ordnance depots,
airfields, and marshalling yards. Three
shorter missions were flown into
11
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Concrete, grass and a

Little History
Continued from previous page

France, bombing gun emplacements
and troop concentrations in support of
ground forces. Their last four combat
missions were to marshalling yards,
three to Czechoslovakia on the 17th to
19th and then to Germany on the 20th.

The Crew Locker and Drying Rooms

The Red Cross display in the visitor centre

With the war almost over, the Group
flew six food supply missions to starving
Dutch civilians from May 1st to the 7th.
The following day, the war in Europe
was over. Later in the month, on the
15th, 16th, 18th and 20th, the group flew
several “Operation Revival” missions to
Horsching, Austria. These were
missions to recover prisoners of war
and return them to the UK.

flown 111 B-17 missions, bringing the
group’s total to 157, excluding the food
and revival missions. Forty one aircraft
were lost and 234 personnel lost their
lives while serving at Debach. The Air
Echelon departed the airfield on June
30th while the ground personnel sailed
for home on August 6th 1945. The group
was inactivated on August 28th 1945.

By the end of the war, the group had
Loading the trailers with 500 pound GP bombs

After the 493rd departed, the airfield was
used to house German POW’s and
following that, was used to house
displaced persons. This continued until
the base was finally abandoned in 1948.
The hangars were removed before the
land was sold back to the Taylor family
Flight operations in the Control Tower
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in 1962, who returned the land to

The Hebard Aircraft Tug was donated by Don
Brooks, owner of the B-17 “Liberty Belle” and was
restored by the museum to running condition.

farming. Thistledon Hall was mistreated
during the US occupation. Most of the
wooden panelling and staircases were
used as firewood by the airmen, trying
to keep their damp huts warm. It was
only fit for demolition. In 1969, a mushroom
farm was opened on the Northern end
of the main runway. It lasted until the late
1970’s when the buildings were used for
grain and general storage. Much of the
airfield concrete was removed to
become hardcore for road building.
Many of the technical site buildings
survived, but fell into disrepair.

In addition to the restored buildings and
an extensive display of uniforms and
artifacts from the group and 8th Air
Force, Richard also has a large
collection of military vehicles. These
include a Fordson Fire Tender, Dodge
and Austin Ambulances, a train of three
bomb trailers with twelve 500 pound
concrete bombs and a W.F. Hebard &
Co aircraft tug, plus Jeeps, GMC and
Dodge trucks.

Farm buildings replace the original T2 hangar,
seen in ghostly outline.

A 500 metre grass runway has been
laid along the old SW-NE runway. I flew
my R/C B-17 there in 2003, loosing an
engine just at take off. Climb out was on
the edge of the stall, turning towards
the dead engine to clear a wood. I
fought to stay in the air the whole circuit
before getting back to the runway.
Echoes of the “Devil’s Own” flight in
December ‘44.
Steve Carr

PT-17 lifting off from the NE-SW runway

Since 2000, the farmer, Richard Taylor
and a group of volunteers, have slowly
restored the overgrown control tower
and a number of other technical site
buildings to form the 493rd Bomb Group
Museum. More recently, new Nissen
huts were built, the Night Flying
Equipment Store was restored and the
fire truck shed, blown down by storms,
was rebuilt.

Visits by air may be possible by prior
arrangement. Contact Richard
Taylor at the 493rd museum to check.
http://493bgdebach.co.uk

Bibliography
“Airfields of the Eighth” - Roger Freeman/After
The Battle
“Mighty Eighth War Diary” - Roger A. Freeman
http://493bgdebach.co.uk
and Wikipedia.
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REAL AEROPLANES at the MOVIES!

FLYBOYS
In 2005 the Real Aeroplane Company were invited to
participate in a new movie for MGM Studios called
‘Flyboys’. The period drama was set during World War
I and told the story of a group of young American
volunteers wishing to become fighter pilots with the
Lafayette Escadrille, the 124th Air Squadron, formed
by the French in 1916.

Kermit Weeks’ Nieuport 17 replica, imported especially for the movie (Andy Wood)

Fokker Triplane in ‘Black Falcon’ markings (Dav)

Real aircraft were required for some of the
flying scenes and were to be augmented
by computer animated (CGI) aircraft in
the more complex combat sequences.
Our very own Taff Smith and Brian Brown
joined Ray Hanna, Alister Kay, Nigel
Lamb, Rob Millingship, Des Penrose and
numerous other pilots at RAF Halton during
filming with some additional footage
taken at Breighton towards the end of
the shoot.
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Sopwith 1½ Strutter (Andy Wood)

The Real Aeroplane Company Fokker Dr1
Triplane replica (with a specially applied
paint scheme) was to have a starring
role as the mount of the infamous ‘Black
Falcon’, a dastardly fictitious German Air
Ace reeking havoc above the trenches,
played by actor Gunnar Winbergh.
Four replica Nieuport 17 fighters were
constructed for the movie and were

joined by a genuine BrisFit, replica Sopwith
1½ Strutter, SE5a and even a Bücker
Jungmann masquerading as a Nieuport
for in-cockpit close-ups.
Although the film did achieve a little
critical praise in some quarters, many
pundits and aircraft enthusiasts regarded
the movie as a spectacular flop, some
Airshow flypast (Dav)
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REAL AEROPLANES at the MOVIES!

FLYBOYS

even accusing Hollywood of attempting
to rewrite 20th century history.
Aviation experts were quick to point out
that aircraft engines of the time were
rotary yet they did not rotate in the film
itself (a point easily dismissed as rotary
engines are extremely rare and valuable,
hence not practical for new-build replica
aircraft). Additionally, the film’s depiction
of all-red Triplanes ruffled feathers among
the rivet-counters, Jasta 11, being the ‘allred’ unit, didn’t receive their Dr1s until late
September 1917, sometime after Nieuport
17s had been withdrawn from use.

Flyboys at Breighton (Andy Wood)
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Aside from a little artistic licence regarding
historical accuracy the main gripe was
the subsequent use of over-the-top CGI
effects. Initially the plan was to use as
much actual footage as possible. Indeed,
in preparing for his starring role as Blaine
Rawlings, James Franco even took flying
lessons. All the other main actors, except
Jean Reno, who had a fear of flying, were
filmed in actual aircraft in anticipation of
using the real-life aerial footage in the final
scenes. Regrettably very little, other than
Franco’s closeups in a cockpit, ultimately
made it to the final cut of the movie.
It would appear that WW1 fighters
wheeling about amongst the clouds at
relatively slow speeds, taking pot-shots at
one another, simply wasn’t considered
engaging enough for the audiences of
the day. An undoubted shame because
there obviously would have been plenty
of real-life drama in the skies above the
trenches. Shooting, and being shot at, in
those relatively fragile string and canvas
aircraft with no parachute, unreliable
engines and rudimentary weapons with
no protection whatsoever would not have
been for the feint hearted! Hollywood

however, in all it’s glory, preferred stickbending g-forces, insanely powerful
weapons and speeds that would have
ripped the wings off a modern fighter jet
- all of it so fantastical and far-fetched
that even the public didn’t buy into it, and
boy, they paid for that at the box office.
It is obvious to me that the film makers
didn’t set out to make a factual
documentary, although I do believe, as
a part privately financed production, it
originated from a good place. Someone
really did want the story of the American
volunteers to be heard. The film ends with
an epilogue that relates the fate of each
American pilot depicted in the movie to
the real-life Lafayette Escadrille pilot upon
whom his character was loosely based.
Dav Butler
Maneouvering a Nieuport 17 (Andy Wood)

Guiding the Nieuport to the flightline (Andy Wood)
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A surprise visit
to the BBMF

It’s strange how life takes you through its own twists and turns. Maybe there is something
that exists that we would call fate.
I’ll give you an example...

RAF Doncaster (now Lakeside)
My father John Stirk always had an interest
in aviation, he grew up in a house which
backed onto the long-gone Doncaster
Airport/RAF Doncaster and told me tales
of clinging to the garden tree as a Halifax
ran its engines up, tail towards the garden.

club in 1959, becoming an instructor in
1960 and teaching my mother Pat, to fly
in 1961. He also went on to teach over
a thousand pupils including me until he
retired from instructing after nearly 60
years in 2018.

From 10 years old he helped a neighbour
maintain first a BA Swallow, then an Avro
Tutor and when old enough joined the
ATC on the airfield, eventually going solo
in 1953 at Doncaster aged 16, with the
ATC.

My father had given me a pile of
photographs taken between the late
1940’s and late 1950’s and amongst the
photographs was an image taken from
the bottom of his garden in 1953 of a pilot
waving from a Chipmunk. I was keen
to see if the aircraft in the picture had
survived, I did manage to identify the
registration. WG486.

He then went on to become a co-founder
of the Doncaster and District Gliding
18

The serial may be familiar, this aircraft is
one of the two Chipmunks retained by
the RAF by the Battle of Britain Memorial
Flight (BBMF).
The pilot in the picture was a friend and
neighbour of my father, Martin Jevons who
at 19 was 3 years older than my father
and was a member of No.9 Reserve Flying
School based at RAF Doncaster, at that
time with DHC-1 Chipmunks.
Martin would taxi the aeroplane to the
bottom of my father’s garden, my father
would jump over the very low fence, hop
in, and go for a ride. On landing Martin
would stop in the same spot, my father
would jump out and Martin would return
the aeroplane to the squadron hanger.
No one ever knew, until now.
I work for a major airline and whilst on
an instructional duty with a student did
my usual where, what, who (golden 5 to
you instructors). My student was a former
RAF Wing Commander and BBMF pilot,
Justin Helliwell. I told Justin the story about
my father’s experience with WG486 and
showed him the picture taken at the
bottom of my father’s garden.
Justin had flown WG486 on numerous
occasions with the BBMF. On Justin’s
request I sent him a copy of the
photograph. As chance would have it,
Justin still maintains a presence with the

BBMF through other work and, a short time
later, I received a message from Justin with
an invitation from the BBMF addressed to
my father and me with a plan to meet
with WG486 at RAF Coningsby. A date
was set in November 2021 when the BBMF
fleet were all back in the hanger and
undergoing winter maintenance.
Of course, an occasion such as this
needed me to apply some effort to make
this a memorable occasion, so I asked
if it was possible to fly in. I do have a
Chipmunk so the obvious choice was to
take that to Coningsby, but sadly it was
still in maintenance and would not gain its
permit before the planned trip.
Fortunately, we did have access to a
Broussard.

The Broussard is owned by the Real
Aeroplane Company, founded by Taff
Smith in the 1980’s. It is a very capable
transport aeroplane with STOL capabilities
and was used by the French Air Force. You
19
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could say it is the French equivalent of the
Beaver but with all those special French
additions, twin fins for example!
A date was set for 2nd November 2021 to
fly to Coningsby in the Broussard and the
booking, paperwork arranged.
The Broussard is flown two crew, so Charles
Sunter as the Broussard custodian was
Captain LHS with me as FO RHS. With
the Broussard being 6 seats, I added my
mother Pat to the passenger manifest.
My mother has flown/flown in a variety of
types over the last 60 years and was not
going to be left out of this trip!
Amazingly on the 2nd November the
weather gods played ball with light winds
and clear skies. UK in November?
Charles fired up the P&W Wasp Junior and
after a warmup we were off blocks and
airborne on schedule.
Approaching the Coningsby MATZ, a
call was made from another aircraft to
Coningsby ATC requesting our position. Of
course, heading into a front line base your
20

initial reaction is ‘we are about to get in
the way’!
The other aircraft asked ATC if they could
call us direct. Bit odd I thought.
We were asked for our position, at that
time overhead Woodhall Spa. “Could you
take up one orbit and roll out heading
West and we’ll join on your right side”. All
understood and actioned.
Heading West I must admit I expected
a Typhoon, not…. a Chipmunk. WG486
no less formed up on our right-hand side
much to our surprise.

What an amazing greeting for my father
from an aeroplane he last flew in as a
passenger in 1953.
Coningsby’s runway 25 at 2744m is plenty
for a Broussard and I had to advise ATC
we would land long to keep runway
occupancy to a minimum.
The BBMF ground crew were waiting for
us and marshalled us close to the BBMF
hanger.
Justin was on hand to greet us and
introduced our guide Flight Lieutenant
Giles Croft (BBMF’s latest fighter pilot).
A quick tea and chat whilst we waited for
WG486 to land back.
Crofty took our small group on a well
narrated tour around the BBMF hanger
before heading back on the apron.

WG486 arrived at the BBMF hanger with
OC BBMF Squadron Leader Mark Sugden
and the Coningsby Station Commander
Group Captain Matt Peterson.
Before our visit, I had the picture of WG486
enlarged, captioned, and framed. My
father presented the photograph to Mark
as a token of our appreciation for allowing
this amazing day to happen.
Finally, I must pass on my thanks to Charles
Sunter, Captain Justin Helliwell, Squadron
Leader Mark Sugden, Flight Lieutenant Giles
Croft and Group Captain Matt Peterson.
A mention must go to Taff Smith and Ian
Ross for providing such an interesting
collection of aeroplanes at Breighton
And most importantly thanks to my
parents, John and Pat for firing up my
interest in aviation.
Richard Stirk
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Patrick Wilkinson
Thirty three years. Ouch, but that’s how long I’ve been around Breighton. In 1986 I
remember an early solo flight into Breighton in my CFM Shadow from Full Sutton where I
learnt to fly and was based. An inevitable go-around with the south westerly wind rolling
off the hangers on 28, or 29 as it was then, little did I know that many years later I would
be based in hanger 4.

Ok, it was the 80’s...CFM Shadow

The great storm of 1987 with its winds of
100mph, encouraged my Shadow to fly all
by itself and, along with its T hanger, took it
several hundred yards into a field full of small
pieces and we made the front page of the
York Evening Press with a sensational ‘air
crash’ picture of the wreckage. Insurance
replaced the Shadow with another and it
gave a couple of hundred hours of three
axis experience and heaps of fun, and a
good grounding for grass strip flying. My
mother was always keen to fly In the very
cramped rear seat of the Shadow, but I
could never persuade my father who had
flown Fleet Air Arm Harvards off carriers in
his training in 1944. It’s a flying regret that I
never sorted a Harvard flight with him before
he died. Even more so, given my years at
Breighton around the Spitfire, Hurricane, and
Harvard glory years.
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My aviation passions were born in the 1960’s
like most small boys with countless Airfix kits
and building control line aircraft, with a lot
more time spent repairing than building.
The appetite for the smell of glow plug
fuel would be replaced in later years by
helicopter grease and enjoying the perfume
of a turbine exhaust. Real aircraft touched
the soul at airshows like Church Fenton.
Those were the days when Phantoms and
Lightnings flew directly at and over the
crowd line at what seemed like a lot less
than 500 feet! Feeling the glorious thunder
of those engines in your chest was truly
awesome and set the seeds of wanting to
fly.
1999 saw a fateful flight in an R22 which
was a gift from my wife Louise. She handed

me the perfect alibi for the most expensive
hobby ever and twenty five years of rotary
flying followed. A PPL(H) in my own R22 at
Sherburn, learning to fly rotary at the same
time as Bob Hields, introduced me to my
best flying mate James Booth who worked
later for Bob running the helicopter school
at Sherburn.
R22 years were pre-GPS and finding friends
fields in the middle of nowhere was true
dead reckoning nav! Landing my R22 at
Full Sutton in the early 90’s early one Sunday
morning was uneventful, until returning a
few hours later there was a large contingent
of police waiting for me, including a very
cross superintendent. Now in my defence,
back then getting NOTAMs wasn’t easy (this
was the fax only era..) and this wet behind
the ears helicopter pilot didn’t know that
the security zone around Full Sutton prison
had been introduced at midnight a few
hours earlier. A young PC was dispatched
by the superintendent to rush up to the
aircraft, open the door and he proceeded
to wrestle me for the ignition keys. Not easy
to educate the panicking young officer
about the need for a controlled engine
cool down as he was convinced I was
trying to fly off again. To make matters

worse the Sunday morning football match
was cancelled for the high security IRA
prisoners, their highlight of the week, and
they spent the morning in their cells. Three
hours negotiation with the police and the
kindly governor at the prison, who was
more sympathetic than the police as he
fortunately had a PPL, eventually allowed
us to fly out. So I have the dubious honour
of being the first person to be arrested in
the prison zone. No excuse today with easy
Skydemon NOTAMS!
The aviation love of my life, a classic
Bell 47 helicopter, an ex Army Air Corps
3B1, filled the six years after the R22. The
privilege of having it at home was fettling
as well as flying heaven. 28 grease points
keeps you busy and it was a joy to get
to know the engineering of the machine
inside out. Operating a classic leads to so
many interesting contacts and stories. She
was originally an AAC training machine,
so hundreds of pilots trained on her. An
appeal in the AAC veterans magazine led
to dozens of interesting replies from pilots
flying news helicopters in the USA, to very
experienced commercial pilots in the UK
and Europe, and they all remember the B47
with affection. Four pilots visited me to fly

James and I - British Helicopter Championships
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G-BFEF again and it was fascinating to hear
their stories and see their pleasure in flying
her again. One pilot asked if he could do
an autorotation to the ground..? Err, are
you sure..? OK, I’ll follow you through… A
perfect landing to Melbourne airfield and I
didn’t have to touch the controls once. He
hadn’t flown rotary for over twenty years….
I gained a CAA Display Authorisation for the
B47 and we organised some fly-in events for
as many UK B47s as we could muster.
James Booth and I entered the British
Helicopter Championships in my B47 in 2004.
A stiff test, especially as we had to enter the
pro category as James had a commercial
rotary licence, even though I was P1. As
first timers we were up against the military
teams! Sadly the military guys were a bit
dismissive of us, but we had the last laugh
when we beat them on the Saturday’s
nav and timed exercises. Two pairs of
Middle Wallop AAC instructors thrashed
by us! Unfortunately the free champagne
that night must have been a bad batch
and seemed to affect our performance
in the exercises on the Sunday. But we
still made a respectable mid-table result
overall. A highlight was being even more
cold shouldered by the AAC instructors in
full dress uniforms that evening, but then

enice

Enroute to V
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watching them furtively gather for a group
photograph in front of G-BFEF. Not a word
was said! And we won the concourse
award for my B47.
Operating a classic opens doors too.
Planning a holiday to South Africa I found
there was a Bell Huey UH-1 operating tourist
trips into the bush from Cape Town harbour.
It was an ex Vietnam troop carrier, still
with bullet holes having seen some serious
action. I emailed them to ask if there was
any possibility of flying it for an hour and
the B47 experience helped persuade them
to consider it. The French ex military pilot
had learned to fly on a 47 and only after
meeting the flight was agreed. A beast
of a machine, with power to lift fourteen
soldiers, with just me, Louise and Francois
the pilot on board, its performance was
staggering. Both rear doors wide open,
when in the cruise out of the harbour,
he gave me control. Convinced by my
handling he told me to do an approach
and landing into a clearing in the bush.
This was the stuff of flying dreams – me,
Chickenhawk, for an hour! I treated it
gently (as you would..) and came to a
hover before setting it down in the clearing.
’Not aggressive enough’ said Francois.
‘Like this’ as he then threw the machine into
the air for another approach
with negative g over the trees
and then a swift touchdown.
’Now you try’. To be told to
use the power in the same
way was absolutely thrilling.
Simple, you fly this monster
as if you were being shot at!
We then flew low, just clear
of the tree tops for several
miles. Tight turns, quick stops,
all with masses of power
in reserve. Then ‘take us
back Patrick’. Once in the
cruise, Cape Town harbour
and Table Mountain on the
horizon, Francois unbuckled
his harness and walked
back to sit with Louise.
She’d stopped squealing
(I think with delight, but
probably now with the
relief of being straight
and level with the doors
open!). I vividly remember
the feeling, flying a
Huey solo back into

Crossing the Pyrenees to Barcelona at 11,500’

Cape Town, was the unbeatable aviation
experience of a lifetime and I still treasure
the memory.
So how did flying classic helicopters turn
into having a plastic airplane in Hanger
4? The B47 was not exactly suited to going
anywhere and didn’t get much enthusiastic
support from my nearest and dearest.
Finally sealed by a trip to Devon with a 20kt
headwind, eight hours in transit, two fuel
stops and passenger complaints there were
only Tictacs for in flight catering, and then,
yes, of course, a 180 with the wind for the
return a few days later. So an R44 Astro
followed and then a Raven 2 gave us a
lot more flying to some interesting places.
But eventually the costs of operating a
private helicopter became too much to
justify and my mind turned to planning a
new challenge. Not having flown fixed
wing since the Shadow, would the toughest
private flying goal of a UK/EASA instrument
rating be possible with an ageing brain?
Now over sixty, the thought of all those
exams was more than daunting. But, in
quick succession, I sold the R44, James and
I did a LAPL with Cas at Full Sutton in four
hours, I bought the Diamond DA40, G-LWLW,
then built hours with a PPL, IMC rating and
then some IFR hours sufficient to embark
upon the IR training. Cas said my PPL(A)
cross country qualifier to Inverness was the
longest he’d known! LW had a colourful

history with the previous owner now serving
twenty five years for drug running between
France and Mona, Anglesey. Seventeen
trips in all, in the tech log that I inherited.
Bought for a good price, because she’d
spent the previous two years impounded
by a court in a hanger at RAF Shawbury.
A change of registration seemed sensible,
as well as a very thorough clean out to
pass inspection by the noses of Border
Force spaniels! As soon as I had the hours
needed, I then selected John Dale at
Hawarden, the toughest and most able
IR instructor and CAA IR examiner I could
find, and the one most likely to be able to
train this very average student to be able
to survive in single pilot IFR. James and I
embarked upon the IR journey together with
JD. James’ fixed wing IR helped him obtain
his rotary IR more easily and cheaply than
training on a £3,000/hr heli in his current role
as National Senior Pilot with NPAS, I then
established a non-equity group that flies
the DA40 not just to share the operating
costs but also to build a social group. Flying
IFR is for going places and best done in
company and we’ve done some good long
distance trips together. James and I took
LW to Barcelona the minute we had our
PPLs and other trips have included Venice
via Cannes with Louise, and an attempt to
get to Tromso inside the Arctic Circle with
several LW group pilots. We made it to
northern Sweden but the whole Norwegian
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Above: Grand-daughter Mila aged 6 flying LW
straight and level. Inset: Grandson Leonardo

coast was socked in with 500’ cloud base,
so we thought better of flying the final leg
in IMC with 6,000’ peaks around us and
returned via Oslo. We plan to try and make
Tromso again soon. The lesson learnt for
going north was don’t book anything like
hotels or airfields ahead, just aim for a rough
date and a few days either side of it, and
be ready to grab a good weather window
and go.
But, in my experience, flying is phases of
doing different things with new challenges
every few years. So, what’s next? Well,
being continually reminded that flying
tailwheel is the only pure form of flight,
especially out of Breighton… I got bitten
by the thought of building a Superstol. The
closest you can get to rotary flying with
wings, the plan is to build and establish a
network of friendly landowners with small
landing fields. The Superstol can take off
and land within 40m so 250m of grass is
a practical landing site. In for a penny,
after discussions with the UK dealer for the
Superstol and a visit the factory in South
Carolina in Nov 21, I returned with James
and I as the new UK dealers for the full Just
Aircraft range. We are shipping a Superstol
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XL and a Highlander kit and they are in
transit as I write this. So a new challenge of
gaining approvals for new types and higher
MTOWs with the LAA has begun. Mountains
of paperwork and load and stress test data
now fill my desk. There will be more on the
amazing Superstol in a future article!
It’s a privilege to fly from Breighton and
only twenty minutes from where I live. It’s a
unique place, and we’re all very fortunate
in having the support and commitment to
the airfield by the RAC , Rob Fleming, Taff
and Ian. In my long business experience
benign dictatorships work best and I think
it serves the airfield well, leaving the club
and social side largely free of management
committee battles that we’ve all witnessed
over the years with so many other airfields.
As I remember Alan Marsland saying to
James and I one warm sunny summer’s
evening a few years ago, accompanied
by the smell of newly mown grass and
the sound of an idling radial, as he kindly
handed us a beer…, ‘this is a special place,
isn’t it?’
Patrick Wilkinson

Membership matters
Joining the Real Aeroplane Club is a great way to support and participate in our
activities at Breighton Airfield. There are three levels of membership to choose from,
each intended to offer the optimum benefit and value for money to your particular
requirement. These are Full Flying (Family), Associate Flying and Museum (sometimes
referred to as Social Membership).
FULL FLYING MEMBERSHIP - £95
This is normally intended for pilots with aircraft based at Breighton who hold or have
held a pilot’s licence. Facilitates 2 votes.
ASSOCIATE FLYING MEMBERSHIP - £45
This membership is intended for pilots or aircraft owners not based at Breighton who
regularly use the facilities and wish to take part in Club affairs. It is also available for
regularly participating crew of aircraft and facilitates 1 vote.
2022 MUSEUM MEMBERSHIP - ONLY £20
This membership is a must for non-flying enthusiasts and supporters of the Real
Aeroplane Company as it is now the only way to gain access to the airfield - even
on event days. Many Museum members view their membership as a ‘season ticket’
allowing access to the airfield at weekends throughout the year. Members may also
invite family members or close friends to the airfield on event days provided they
accept full responsibility for their guests. (The Club reserves the right to revoke this
privilege should it feel that the privilege is being abused.)
Please note that Club members should always carry their membership cards when
visiting the airfield.
See website for further details re: pro-rata subs for first time members.
For further enquiries please contact emmarealaero@outlook.com

Photo via Taff Smith
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2. Classic: Aircraft with a type certificate
(or similar) between 1955 and 1975 and
at least 45 years old.
3. Replica: Replica or modified vintage or
classic aircraft.
The competition itself is divided into the
following disciplines:
1. Looping to loop
2. Dancing the cloverfield
3. Rolling the circle
4. The performance (solo) circle

The Vintage Aerobatic World
Championship kicks-off at Breighton in
August with first arrivals expected on the
18th and the competition itself taking
place from 10.00hrs on Friday 19th and
Saturday 20th.

At the time of writing we have entries
registered for pilots representing the UK,
Denmark, Germany, Austria and Belgium,
flying an exclectic mix of aircraft types
such as Stampe, Zlin, Stieglitz, Cub,
Harvard, Jungmann, Jungmeister, Skybolt,
Lunak and Bölkow.

The competition is broken down into
three categories with gliders welcome
in addition to powered aircraft. Those
categories are:

The Vintage Aerobatic World Championship
(VAWC) aims to unite the world of vintage
& classic aviation, staging an event
designed to be both exciting, competitive
and fun.

1. Vintage: Aircraft with a type certificate
(or similar) before 1955 and at least 65
years old

We would like to thank our sponsors
Flyer Magazine, Flieger Magazin and
MT-Propeller for their generous support.
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The Event Programme is as follows:
18th August: Arrivals and practice day with
evening briefing at 20.00hrs (mandatory
for competitors, interesting for all)
19th & 20th August: Competition days
21st August: Departures
Evening social/entertainment will take
place on the 18th and 19th and the
famous Breighton Hangar Party and
awards presentations on the 20th
(and we know how to host a thoroughly
good party!)
Please be aware that Breighton Airfield
is a private airfield therefor this event is
not open to the public. Real Aeroplane
Club members are, of course, welcome to
attend as usual.
Members of the public may attend by
joining the Real Aeroplane Club. Museum
membership is aimed at non-flying aviation
enthusiasts, photographers and curious
onlookers. It is available for £20 - this will
enable access to Breighton Airfield for
the remainder of 2022. Please visit
realaero.com/club for further details.
Photos by Hanna Räihä
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HAWKER CYGNET

Stand aside Mr Christian Anderson, it might be a cygnet but it ain’t no ungly duckling!
The very lovely ex-Old Warden based Hawker Cygnet is the latest addition to the Real
Aeroplane Company Collection based at Breighton. This is a faithful reproduction of
the early Sir Sidney Camm design that Hawker entered into the Royal Aero Club Light
Aircraft Competition of 1924. Camm, of course, went on to design the iconic Hawker
Hurricane and Hawker Hunter fighters, he also had significant input in the development
of the Kestrel, forerunner to the Harrier. From Cygnet to Kestrel - what a career!
Photographs by Jez Poller
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Smith’s-ownian

Jeremy Smith’s latest acquisition arrived
at Breighton from Duxford on Saturday 7th
August. The Beech D17S “Staggerwing”
was so called because of the negative
wing stagger designed to maximise
visibility from the cockpit and reduce drag
between the wings. Production of the
aircraft began in 1933, each was custombuilt by hand with leather and mohair
trimmed cabin. The bespoke nature of
the build made the aircraft comparatively
expensive during a time when the civil
aviation market was still depressed,
however, year-on-year, numbers increased
and it soon became a popular executive
mode of transport, the Learjet of its day.
During the Spanish Civil War Beech 17s
were briefly used as bombers by the
Spanish Republican Air Force. In the
Second World War they were flown by the
US Army Air Force (designated UC-43), by
the US Navy (as GB-1 and GB-2), and in
the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force (as

the Traveller MK.1) under the lend-lease
scheme.
This particular example is a D17S, one of
only 23 examples built. It was allocated to
the US Navy as a GB-2 and immediately
transferred to the USAAF as a UC-43
with the serial number 44-67724 before
being transferred once more to the
Royal Navy under the lend-lease scheme
and allocated UK military registration
FT475. Post war it was returned to the
US military before finding its way into
civilian ownership. It was previously part
of Pink Floyd guitarist and frontman Dave
Gilmore’s Intrepid Collection (where it
shared a hangar with his Gnat G-MOUR
and P-51D Mustang G-SIRR) but has
been based at Duxford with the Fighter
Collection since 2006.
Photograph by David Lambeth
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Photos by Paul May (left) and Steve Blee (right)
Photo by Andy Wood

2022 Events
Date & Time

Event

19-21 August
Vintage Aerobatic World Championships
	A weekend of aerobatics and nostalgia. Aircraft are due to begin arriving
on the 17th and 18th with practice sessions included on those days. The
competition itself takes place on Friday 19th and Saturday 20th with a free
flying day allocated for Sunday 21st.
TBC

Club flyout LAA Rally.

18 September

Helicopter Pleasure Flights

20 October

Helicopter Pleasure Flights

13 November

Remembrance Sunday

TBC

VAC Annual Dinner

3 December

Christmas Party - details to follow

Visiting
aircraft
are
welcom
e at Bre
ighton
365 day
s a year
.
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